
Your Ongoing, Recurring Offer
(That’s a No Brainer to Say YES to!)

Typically 6 to 12 months, priced $10k-$20k+

Step 1: Who is your WHO and where are they starting from?

Step 2: Get clear on the big pressing pain, the outcome, and how you are different.

Step 3: Ask questions (the program design)

What’s the SPECIFIC OUTCOME I want them to walk away with by the end of X amount of
time?

● What needs to be true in order for them to create the result?
What kind of TIME do they need to create that? (This is ongoing, so you have
spaciousness.)

● What length of time works for YOU?
● What Principles, Processes, and Systems do they need?
● What SUPPORT do they need that moves them forward, but doesn’t ENABLE

them? (Example: copy help, messaging help, mindset help)
● What TOUCHPOINTS or STRUCTURES do they need in order to create a container

that holds them, but doesn’t ENABLE them? (Another way to think of this: how
will the VALUE be delivered? Note that it doesn’t have to be entirely by you!)
(Examples: FB group, retreats, pre-made content, facilitators covering specific
support/aspects of the program.)
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● What are their biggest stumbling blocks, and what can I include to help them
through their stumbling blocks? (Another way to come at this:  What are their
biggest “YEAH BUTS” and how can you design it to answer the yeah buts?)

Step 4: Make a rough outline of how you’re going to lead the client through their “Arc” or their
journey. (The “big win” principle applies here, too. Give them a specific, tangible outcome they
will complete in the first 90 days. For example, design your $20k+ ongoing offer and enroll
$100k in 90 days.)

● Do they need an intensive? If so, when will it be?

Step 5: Choose the container. (Example: content, regular calls throughout the month, retreats.
You don’t necessarily need to do 1 call per week, but it’s nice to have the feel of 1 call per week.
Easy solution: eventually have a co-faciliatator to help.)

Step 6: Choose any additional bonuses and benefits. What can be positioned as a BONUS
benefit?

● What’s a “nice to have,” and a huge “value add” rather than a MUST?
● What do you WANT to give because it’s generous, but don’t want to be locked into

giving?
● What benefits do you want to “call out,” or call attention to?
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Step 7: Choose your pricing, and the no brainer OFFER pricing. How much do you want to
receive for this? Decide on that number!

● Position the PRICE so that it’s very easy to say yes to. (“You give me X, I’ll give you Y.”)
● Apply your Front End Offer pricing to the ongoing pricing as a “credit.” (Example: Your

Front End Offer is $8k, positioning price is $30k, with the $8k applied, it’s $22k pay in full,
or 10 payments of $2500.)

Next Steps:

Write your qualifiers. Will likely be similar too or exactly the same as your Front End Offer
qualifiers, if they are meant to work together.

Write your invite letter. (See the resource here for details on the qualifiers and invite letter.)

Lastly, do the “Pleasure and Pain” exercise here for THIS program.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RhwxbtC7uK5F2TE6x7C-xl6Bpm8BYbccGh-ycOTCgjY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RavtXavor5kC14upX46Ho23KN8KaEqIX/view?usp=sharing
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